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あらまし 強力な 1MHz集束超音波を水中に照射すると、焦点付近でチャッという可聴音とともに気泡群が
突発的に発生する。このキャビテーションバーストと呼ばれる気泡群の運動を、高速度カメラを用いて
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Abstract High-intensity focused ultrasound can generate a burst type of cavitation. This phenomenon, called as a 
cavitation burst, occurs at intensity levels higher than those at which ordinary cavitation occurs. The cavitation burst is 
a cluster of bubbles with feather-like outline accompanying audible sound with the duration of about 10 ms. We 
observed this phenomenon with 1 M出:-focusingtransducer using a high-speed camera at the speed of I 5,000-70,000 fps. 
Input-power threshold of the burst was in the range of 30-55 W, which depended on the quantity of dissolved air. 
The bubble just after the occurrence was nearly spherical with the size of 60-80 μ m, and this appeared to be a bubble 
cluster which was resulted from the aggregation of tiny bubbles by second Bjerkness force. The bubble cluster expands 
in the direction perpendicular to the sound-propagation axis, and forms a ring-like structure with the size up to 4 mm. 
The translational speed of the cluster was 3.5 mis at the initial stage and decreased to 1.6 mis at the final stage. This 
large value of the speed was resulted from a large radiation force due to scattering and absorption of focused sound by 
the bubble cluster. Hydrophone measurement showed that the audible sound has frequency components of 2 -3 kHz 
and was attributed to the expansion and diffusion of the bubble cluster. 
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Fig. I. Bubble clusters called as "cavitation burst", 
indicated by arrow, are generated by high-power focused 
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Fig.2. Input power threshold of cavitation burst as a 
function of dissolved-oxygen concentration. 
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Fig. 3. Bubble clusters (cavitation burst) captured 
by high-speed camera at 15000 fps. Bubble cluster was 
born near the focal point (A), and moves towards left 
hand side in the direction of ultrasonic propagation. 





























Fig.4. Bubble clusters generated by 1 MHz-
focused ultrasound. The capture speed is 20,000 












































Fig. 5. Oscilloscope tracing of sound waveform emitted 
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